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THE_IDEA
A mobile application for fitness enthusiasts and professionals.
You only need to tell the app whats your goal and a routine
will automatically be created for you.
You will get images and tips for each excercise, have the
ability to customize your calendar and keep track of your
progress.

THE_ANALYSIS

We had a difficult challengue in front of us, to create
an app that had to be simple and practical for people
that would be excercising at the gym.
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We iterated over our user-centric design
process to come up with a great experience.
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BRANDING
We made the magic for the brand’s visual identity. We came up with
many fresh options for the customer to choose, the one that follows
his vision

Fonts
Lato Black
Avenir Medium
Colors
#FB6264

#FB6264
#3A3A3A

#E21F78

GRYND
Get Your Grynd On

FIRST_DRAWINGS

All great ideas start on paper, based on Material Design and UX best practices

THE_DESIGN
As always, we focus on creating a cutting edge experience for the users,
that is why we are always up to date with the latest trends on the market.

We focused on the 3 pillars of the app:
- The profile: keep track of your progress
- The Calendar: organize your schedule
- Training Day: all you need when at the gym

Also we designed the illustrations of the gym
poses to utilize in the app

DEVELOPMENT_PROCESS

DEVELOP

Our Senior Engineers used their amazing
skills to create rock-solid code in order
to build the responsive and scalable
fitness app everyone would love to use.

The client gave us feedback on
each iteration, so we were able
to constantly optimize the

FEEDBACK

TESTING

All the features were fully
tested in order to catch and

project according to our client

fix even the smallest bug

preferences using our agile

trying to get into the gym.

framework.

API & BD

MOBILE APP

React Native

After the design, the coding part started. We built a REST API with .NET C# and both the IOs and
Android apps using React Native. Both solutions were coded in parallel, using mocked responses to
make the integration a breeze.

AMAZING_RESULTS

THIS AND OTHER BEAUTIFUL PROJECTS
ARE CRAFTED WITH PASSION AT

ASAMBLO
Contact us
TO MAKE THINGS HAPPEN

